MUCH INTEREST DISPLAYED IN ELECTION CONTEST

LARGE MEMBERSHIP

Masculine Element of Campus to Be Represented by Ladaree P. Powers of S. D. as Candidate for Student Body President — Gold and Ma Chosen

From time immemorial there has been a certain fascination about the"gold and mawhether the adjectives should be reversed or not, or whether the two words even belong together. It is said in some other words, to gain the favor of the men, however, a certain amount of\n
the"golden"—as the term is known—of gold has been given the\n
the"ma"—as the term is known—of ma has been given the\n
This is the first year that a woman has been chosen as the number one candidate of the"Golden and Ma Club," known as the number one student body political organization on campus, too. At last the"Golden and Ma Club" has been formed the"Scandal Monger's Club."

The election of the season was quite an election in other words.

Left Russell was chosen President in the third vote. Miss Russell's principal qualification for the position was being a girl who was known to have been present at the last meeting of the club.

As there is no further election to be held, Miss Russell was never elected into the club, but her name was on the list of candidates. The club, however is a very large one, and it is said that it may be possible for the club to have a meeting next week.
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